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curtir
It is a process by which skins are treated with tannins to keep them flexible and not to decompose.  Cure.  Harden and
toast in the sun, blacken or tan the skin. 

curtirse
Acquire the experience, skills and abilities.  Means getting used to, is avezar, foguear, baqueterarse, harden,
ancallecerse, Tan, Brown, toast, gating is.

curucha hauacucata
It is a tamale made with fish by the Purepechas, Mexican Aboriginal people.  Curucha haguacucata.

curul
In Colombia it is seat, Chair of a parliamentary, Chair or position of a Senator or a representative.

curumo
It is a word of Caribbean origin, which means gallinazo, zamuro or zopilote.  Very common scavenger bird, whose
scientific name is Coragyps atratus and belongs to the cathartidae family.  It is also known as American vulture, new
world vulture, chulo or jote. 

cururu
It is a word of Guarani origin that means toad.  Cururú or Kururú.  Name given to a species of tropical toad.  Its scientific
name is Proceratophrys cururu of the Bufonidae family.  It exudes a milky poison. 

curú
In Central America and especially in Costa Rica it is the name of a tree.  It is also called tuburú, jarina.  It is another way
of calling a tree of scientific name Enterolobium cyclocarpum, which is commonly known as earmuff, pinion, ear pinion,
caracaro.  In Central America it is also called guanacaste, corotú.  It belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

curvas
In geometry wavy lines that do not have straight sections.  Lines formed by successive points that do not form angles in
no time.

curvilíneas
Curved lines, with curves, noticeable curves, formed by curved lines.  Shapely, curved.  With recesses.  It also refers to
the women of slender and shapely bodies.

cury
It is the surname of a psychiatrist born in Brazil.  Its full name is Augusto Cury . 

cusha
Cusha or kennel, in the South of Colombia means old.  In Ecuador in the Sierra and among indigenous peoples it means
House, home, family.  In Argentina it means vulva or vagina.  In Guatemala, is a popular fermented and intoxicating
drink.  Liquor.



cusi
It's the name of a drug.  Contains zinc oxide and starch.  It is for dermatological use. 

cusita
According to the Holy Bible, name given to all descendants of Cush, son of Ham and grandson of Noah.  A person who
comes from or is a native of one of the nations that, coming from Bactria, occupied various regions of Asia and Africa
and dominated in Susiana and Chaldea. 

cuspidado
It means pointy, which ends at a tip or on a cusp. 

cuspidiño
It is a word of Galician origin and is diminutive of cuspido.  It means similar, similar, identical. 

custicnanácatl
It is the Nahuatl language word for yellow fungi.  Enchilado fungus.  Other common names like mushrooms Lady
receives.  Canaries, Bugles, quince.

custiodada
It means that it is guarded, protected, protected.

custodia
It is a name of woman of Latin origin and means the one that protects, the protector, the one who cares.  the caregiver,
the watcher, the one who keeps an eye on.  Guardian Angel.  It is also a turning of custody, which means safeguarding,
guarding, defending, protecting, caring, keeping.  Name of a religious ornament of the Catholic Church, which is also
called Ostensory.  It has the shape of sun radiating its luminous rays.  It serves to keep the host, after consecrated, to
be shown to the faithful and to be worshipped by them.  Ornament for the exhibition of the Most High.  In Legal is the
right and obligation of parents with respect to the possession of their children, parental authority or parental
responsibility.

custodio
It is a male name of Latin origin and means the one that protects, the protector, the one who cares.  the caregiver, the
watcher, the one who keeps an eye on.  Guardian Angel.  It is also a turning of custody, which means safeguarding,
guarding, defending, protecting, caring, keeping.  In Parent Legal responsible for the possession of your children,
parental authority or parental responsibility.

cusuco
It is one of the most popular common names of a placental mammal of the Order Cingulata, in Costa Rica.  It belongs to
the family Dasypodidae.  They receive other common names such as quirquincho, mulita, tatú, peludo, cachicamo,
jerrejerre, gurre, cueche, piche, carachupa.  It has an armor of plates. 

cusucos
Plural of beetles.  It is also used with z, cuzuco.  It is another of the common forms of calling an armadillo, gurre,
Armadillo or jerrejerre.  The term beetles or cuzuco is used in Central America (Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua and
Costa Rica).  Mule, I quirquincho.



cusumbí
It is a small carnivorous animal.  It is one of the common names receiving the dog or puppy of monte.  It is also called
Monkey night, mico night, huaso, Kinkajou, hammering, mono michi, cuyuso, cusumbo, olingo, mico León, cuchicuchi. 
It is located in the forests of Central and South America.  Its scientific name is Potos flavus and belongs to the family
Procyonidae.

cusumbo
In Colombia, it is the name of a mountain animal in the family Procyonidae.  They are also called coatí, nasua,
cusumbosolo, mípalo or guache. 

cususa
It is a type of brandy in Honduras that is manufactured in stills clandestinely.  Chirrinche , tapetusa . 

cutánea
It means relative to the skin or the skin (especially of the face).  Almost always refers to a type of condition represented
in an infection rash or lesion.

cute
It is one of the common names of an American scavenger bird, in Honduras.  It is also called American vulture, guala,
redhead vulture, zopilote, cute, aura, jote, gallipavo, turkey chicken, headhead.  Its scientific name is Cathartes aura and
belongs to the family Cathartidae.

cutero
Cutero is a catalan Word, derived from cutter in English. Cutter or cutter is the transformation of old bicycle parts unique
and personal. Each cutter is designed according to the tastes of those who use it. Custom bikes.

cutia
In Panama, Colombia and Brazil is the name of a small rodent that is also called duarte, neque, nequecito, agouti or
guatuza.  It belongs to the family Dasyproctidae (genus Dasyprocta), its scientific name is Dasyprocta leporina.  There is
even a municipality called Agoutis, belongs to the State of Amapá in Brazil.

cutias
In Brazil, it is the name of a municipality and belongs to the State of Amapá.  Plural cutia .  Cutia is the name given to
two very different animals.  One is a medium or small rodent from America, resembling a ñing, guatuza or borugo.  They
belong to the genus Dasyprocta and the family Dasyproctidae.  The other animal is a passerhorbird bird, typical of the
Himalayas and Southeast Asia, of the family Leiothrichidae.  It is also called the genus of these birds.   .

cutis
It is the name given to the skin or dermis, especially of the face.

cutre
It can mean poor, cheap, stingy, poor quality, careless, dirty.  It is also a surname of Portuguese origin, although it also
exists in England and Belgium. 

cutrez



It has the quality of being bad, cheap, ordinary, stingy or dirty. 

cutuco
It is the name of a port on the Gulf of Fonseca.  Belongs to El Salvador.  Cutuco is also one of the common names of a
tree in El Salvador.  The scientific name is Crescentia cujete of the family Bignoniaceae.  It also receives the names of
totumo, morro, guaje, coconut oil, jicaro.

cutusa
The term to refer to a Turtle Dove or pigeon from tortola is cucusa.  It is a term used in the eastern plains of Colombia.  It
is one of the common names given to the Turtle-Dove, which is also known as pigeon, Dove or pigeon montera.  Its
scientific name is Zenaida auriculata and belongs to the family Columbidae.  It is typical of South America.  Cutuza, is
one of the common names of pocket gophers, taltuzas or rats of pocket, which are a few small rodents like rats or moles
and are of the family Geomyidae.  They are found from Canada to Colombia.  The word has origins in the Nahuatl
language (Tozan, Tuzan which is Mole, rat).

cutushito
It means beautiful, beautiful, cute, beautiful.  It can also mean affection, love, dear.   It can be a demonstration of
affection. 

cuvismo
cuvismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cubism" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Cubism. It is
a term coined by the art critic Louis Vauxcelles, French, who said that this new kind of painting was with small cubes. He
did reference and the trend of modernist paintings led by Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque and Juan Gris, between 1907
and 1914. The movement of this kind of painting was born in France.

cuy
It's another way to call cuiso, curí, guinea pig or guinea pig.  The term is used in Colombia and Ecuador.  The word is of
Quechua origin.  In Puerto Rico it is called g.i. and in Costa Rica quilo.  Its scientific name is Cavia porcellus and
belongs to the family Caviidae .

cuyabra
In botany it is a creeping plant whose fruit is pumpkin.  In Colombia is a person or a natural woman of the city of
Armenia, Department of Quindio. 

cuyamel
In Central America it is the common name of a marine fish.  It is also called bobo, joturo or morón.  Its scientific name is
Joturus pichardi and it belongs to the family Mugilidae.  It forms large shoals. 

cuyaya
It is a type of falcon found throughout America and is relatively small.  It is also called falcon, falcon, falcon, common
falcon, common falcon, whoseyo, kestrel, hawk or chilico.  Its scientific name is Falco sparverius and belongs to the
family Falconidae .

cuyeo
In Costa Rica it is a way to call the gallinaciega, a bird of nocturnal customs.  It belongs to the Caprimulgidae family and
its scientific name is Nyctidromus albicollis.  It is also called chotacabras, atajacaminos or guaitacaminos.  . 



cuyito
Diminutive of whose or of Guinea pig.  It is the name of a small rodent, whose scientific name is Cavia porcellus in the
family Caviidae.  It is also called cuis or curi.

cuyo
It is a word of Mapuche origin, which means dry, desert, without moisture.  It can also mean sandy, sandy.  Name of a
Region of the Central West of Argentina, which is conformed by the Provinces of Mendoza, San Juan and San Luis. 

cuyu
Cuyu is incorrectly written and should be written as "whose or cuyu" being its meaning:<br>Cuyu or which is a word of
Mapuche or Araucano, of Aboriginal people in the provinces of Mendoza, San Juan and San Luis in Argentina. Means
sandstone, Sands and desert. Dry.

cuyuso
It is one of the common names of a small South American carnivorous mammal.  It is also called mountain dog, huasa,
martucha, martilla, monkey michi , cusumbo, in Colombia and Ecuador.  In Venezuela it is called lion monkey,
cuchicuchi, kinkajú.  In Bolivia it is called night monkey.  Its scientific name is Potos flavus and belongs to the family
Procyonidae.

cuzca
Small dog.  In Colombia it is synonymous with shell, shell, shell.  Shell of the turtle or armadillo.  In Mexico it means.

cuzco
Cusco is the name of a pre-Columbian Peruvian city.  It was the capital of the Inca Empire.  It is also the name of a
current city, a District, a Province and a Department of Peru.  It's also a way to call a street dog.

cuzcurrita
It is the name of several localities in Spain.  It is also a brand of a Spanish red wine (Bodega Castillo de Cuzcurrita ,
Señorío de Cuzcurrita ).  The term has Arab roots.  There are Cuzcurrita de Aranda, which belongs to the municipality of
Brazacorta (Province of Burgos), Cuzcurrita de Juarros, which belongs to the municipality of Ibeas (Province of Burgos)
and Cuzcurrita de Río Tirón, which is a municipality of La Rioja.  There is also Cuzcurritilla, which is a town belonging to
the municipality of Rodezno in La Rioja.  Another town is called Cozcurrita and belongs to the municipality of Farisa
(Province of Zamora). 

cuzo
In southern Colombia, especially in Cauca and nariño, it means worm, insect larva. 

cuzquito
It is the name with which some Hondurans refer to the city of Copán, being city " Sister " Cuzco and its importance in
pre-Columbian civilizations. Cuzquito can also be assimilated with a playful puppy.

cúmulo
In Colombia used to say large number, lot, group many, amount, stack, multitude, myriad, Board, union.  A class of very
large, dense, white, cloud with a cauliflower appearance.



cúpula
It means high or higher.  In architecture is a structure of domed form that goes on top of a building.  It is usually curved
and circular base.  Dome, dome.  apse, vault, dome.

cúrcuma
It is the common name of a plant in the family Zingiberaceae.  It has culinary and medicinal uses.  It is also called stick
or saffron, poor saffron.  Its scientific name is Curcuma longa.  It is native to India.  Not to be confused with Crocus
sativus, from the family Iridaceae and which is considered the authentic Saffron and which is the species that is
extracted from its pollen.  

cúspide
It means high or higher of something big.  Summit, Apex, tip, or a Mountain Summit (in Colombia also eyebrow or filo). 
Top of a tower, a building or a church.

cústico
It means that its sound has been altered electronically.  It is a term used by musicians.  It is the antonym of acoustic. 

cvc
In Colombia it is the acronym that identifies the protective entity of the natural resources of the Department of Valle del
Cauca .  The CVC has been operating for many years and stands for Regional Autonomous Corporation of valle del
Cauca.

cyane
It is a Word from the Greek language meaning Dark Blue (color).  In Greek mythology name of a Naiad of Syracuse
(Sicily).  He was a lover of the river god Anapo or Anapis.  Name of an asteroid ( 403 ) . 

cyanerpes
It means blue plumage.  It is a genus of birds belonging to the family Thraupidae.  They are known as Tanagers, blue
Tanagers, certiolas, Honeycreepers, tucusos blue or purple tucusos.  Females have green tones in their plumage.

cyanistes
It is a subgenus of the genus Parus birds, known such as chickadees and titmice.  They belong to the family Paridae. 
British Ornithologists consider it a genre apart.

cyanocitta
Town tiles.  It is a genus of birds in the family Corvidae.  They are endemic to North America.

cyanocompsa
Means of blue head, adorned with a blue head, blue.  It is a genus of bird that exists in Colombia and they are called
reinamoras, Cardinals, azulones.  They belong to the family Cardinalidae.

cyanocorax
It means blue Crow, dark blue Crow.  It is the name of a genus of bird that belongs to the family Corvidae, are known as
charas or magpies.  They are American bird species.



cyanoliseus
That has blue feathers (remiges or primary).  It is a genus of birds that are characteristic of the South American
Southern Cone.  They belong to the family Psittacidae (parrots).  Referred to as burrowing parrots or burrowing.  There
were 3 different species and you just need one.

cyanolyca
Raven blancoazul.  Combined with blue.  Dark blue neck.  It is a genus of birds in the family Corvidae.  They are called
charas or magpies.

cyanomitra
It means headdress or blue tuft.  It is a genus of bird in the Sunbird family.  They are called suimagas or red.  They were
formerly classified in the genus Nectarinia.  They feed on nectar and insects.

cyanopica
It means Blue Jay.  They are also known as rabilargos.  It is a genus of birds in the family Corvidae and they belong to
Europe and Asia.  Although it was believed that it was a single species, the rabilargos Europe's present features in DNA
that differ from the Asia.

cyanoramphus
It means the front blue or purple.  It is a genus of birds belonging to the family Psittaculidae.  They are known as front
red parrots.

cyclarhis
It means round nose.  It is a genus of birds which are known as vierones, siriries, alegrines or greenfinches.  They
belong to the family Vireonidae.

cyclopes didactylus
It is the scientific name for the two-toed melero bear, two-toed cyclops, pygmy anthill or silky anthill.  It is a desanited
mammalian animal of solitary and nocturnal habits.  In Colombia we also call it angelito or the great beast.  It has golden
fur with dark ventral stripes very noticeable and considered the softest in the world. 

cynarctoides
It means similar or similar to a bear dog.  They were canids from the Oligocene and Miocene that belonged to the
Borophaginae family.  They were in North America.  They were small in size.

cynarctus
It means bear that looks like a dog or a dog that looks like bear.  It was a genus of canid mammals that lived in the
Miocene in North America.  Bears or dogs bear.

cynodesmus
It was a genus of canids that existed in the Moicene and Oligocene.  It is considered ancestor of wolves, dogs and
foxes.  They could partially contract the claws.  It means small dog or short-bodied dog.  It was similar to the current
coyotes.

cynomops abrasus



It is the scientific name of a South American bat of the so-called dog faces (genus Cynomops).  It is known as reddish
dog face, so the scientific name.  It is also known as reddish molous or free-tailed bat.

cynomops paranus
It means dog face of Pará (State of Brazil).  It is the scientific name of a South American bat, which is known as pará's
dog face, pará's moloso.  It is found in Panama and almost all of South America, with the exception of Chile.

cynomops planirostris
It means flat-faced or flat-faced dog face.  It is the scientific name of another of the South American murels of the genus
Cynomos (meaning dog face) and belonging to the family Molossidae.  In Colombia it is known as medium dog face,
medium molous, white-breasted molous or white-breasted dog face.

cyphorhinus
It means with hump at the peak or curved peak.  It is the name of a genus of birds known as Apolinar, saltaparedes,
birds, sotorreyes, rattles and matraquitas.  They belong to the Family Troglodytidae.  They are typical of South America
and Central America.

cypseloides
It means that resembles or is similar to a swift.  That seems like a swallow.  It is a genus of birds in the family Apodidae. 
Similar to the birds of the genus Cypselus (type of swallow).

cyrene
Cyrene can also be used.  Name of a female character from Greek Mythology.  She was a Thessalide (nymph thessaly),
daughter of Hypsus, king of the pencils in the Perrebiay region of Clydiape.  He had a sister named Alcea.  It was also
the name of an ancient Greek city that was located in present-day Libya in the Jebel Akhdar Valley.  It was part of a
region where there were five colonial cities and was called Cyrenaica.  Name of an asteroid ( 

cyrtodactylus
It means with curved or bent fingers.  It has arched fingers or bent fingers.  It is a genus of reptiles (gecs), belonging to
the family Gekkonidae.

cyrtopodion
It means crooked or curved feet.  It is a class of reptiles (gecs), of ka family Gekkonidae.  It is found in East Africa and
the Middle East.

d
d is incorrectly written and should be written as "D '' Anfony"being its meaning:<br>The full question was about the
meaning of D '' Anfony. In French it means of Anfony, does relationship to the author of the play Anfony ( The full text is
" Avec une tres-large habileté, l '' author of '' Anfony to placé are preface drame, au quatrième acte, et là il explain, aux
spectateurs ebaubis, tout are: ysteme,...  " Alone, is a preposition in the Spanish language. D ''   ( d with apostrophe, is a
preposition in French ).

d i m
Short for "Powerful", Deportivo Independiente Medellín, a football team from the city of Medellin.  It is also the nickname
or nickname of a paisa lord, furious fan of that team, who was called Julian Gustavo Giraldo Zuluaga and who is
currently called Deportivo Independiente Medellin Giraldo Zuluaga.



dabacuri
In Brazil it is the name of an ancient indigenous ritual of the Upper Rio Negro region that celebrates abundance and
unity between different peoples.  Name of Brazilian Indigenous Ancestral Dance. 

dabacurí
It is the name of a ritual dance of offering (offering to the jungle) and friendship proper to the Colombian indigenous
tribes of the Department of Vaupés.  It is the ancestral custom of Tucanos, Carijonas and Maku, among others.

dacnis
Birds that chillan and they Peck.  They were described by Pompeyo Festo.  It is a genus of birds of Central America and
Northern South America.  Their populations are in serious danger, since they are being affected by a disease that leaves
mancas (is a type of tumor or cancer)

dacrifilia
Also referred to as Dacrilagnia.  It is the sexual arousal with the cries of another person (almost always female), with the
tears of another.

dacrilagnia
It is also possible to use dacryphilia.  It is a psychosocial disorder, consisting of only reaching sexual arousal when the
couple is seen crying.  It can be considered a form of sadism, as they tend to cause pain to their partners. 

dacrón
Above all it is a registered trademark.  It is the name of a class of textiles made of polyester resins.  Name of highly
resistant synthetic textile fiber used for making dresses and pants.

dactilar
It means relative to the fingers.  Digital. 

dactilopintura
Painting made with the fingers usually in nursery schools or kindergartens.

dad
Familiar way of saying dad .  It is Daddy's apocope which means daddy, daddy, little potato. 

dadivoso
Person who practices charity with great ease.  It has a tendency to generosity and make donations.

dado
A cube or hexahedron that has each of its faces marked with dots indicating the numbering from one to six.  It is used to
play table amusements and chance.  Inflection of giving (meaning to give, donate, gift, provide). 

daeodon
He was called the pig from hell.  It was a gigantic animal with very large and unequal teeth that existed between the
Upper Oligocene and the Lower Miocene, in North America.



daes
It is the symbol of the Department of economic and social of the Organization of the Nations United ( UN ).

dafne
It is a word of Greek origin meaning Laurel.  It is a name of woman of Greek origin, which means woman crowned with
laurels, the triumphant.  In Greek mythology she was yna dryad or tree nymph, daughter of Ladon and Gaia.  For other
historians she was the daughter of Peneus of Thessaly and Creusa (and was considered a nymph of the waters). 

dafné
Dafne is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dafne" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Daphne.  It is a
female name of Greek origin, with variant Daphne.  It means Laurel, triumph, victory.

dafnificados
The correct term is affected.  It means people affected by a disaster or an accident.

dafnis
Daphnis is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Dafnis; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Name of
inventor of bucolic poetry Sicilian Shepherd.  It means laurel.  Daphnis and Chloe unique work of the Greek novelist
Longo.  Dafne.

dago
Dagö is also a name used in Sweden. It is the name of several villages in Afghanistan and a district or sector Bandum
city in Indonesia. It is the name of a stream of Ugashik Bay in Alaska. It is also the name of a hill ( Dagö Hill ) St. Louis,
Missouri, populated by Italians. Finally, Dagö is the name of an Argentine comic strip.

dagua
In Colombia it is the name of a river of the Department of Valle del Cauca.  It is also the name of a municipality of that
same Department.

dahs
It is an open source cryptocurrency.  It was formerly called Darkcoin or XCoin.  It is more developed than the Bitcoin.

daikon
The daikon is Japanese horseradish, white radish ( English big root ).

daikón
Systems is a type of system used for dynamic invariant detection programs.  It is another common name of white radish
or Japanese radish (Raphanus sativus, variety longipinnatus, belonging to the family Brassicaceae).

dairexius
It means dreamers, dream-chasing.  Fanciful, utopian, idealistic.

dalari
There is also Dalary.  It is a rare name of a woman who allegedly settled to join the names Daniela and Larissa. 



dalarys
It is a name used by women that resulted from combining the names Daniel (masculine of Hebrew origin meaning
Justice of God) and Larissa (feminine of Greek origin meaning always cheerful, willing).  Dalari or Dalary are also used. 

dalasi
The Dalasi is the name of the monetary unit of the African Republic of the Gambia.  Equals 100 butut.  The current
change is 5 Dalasis for one pound sterling.

dale abajo
It is a boxing expression to tell a fighter that he should attack the liver of the opponent.  It is used when the fighter who
receives this message is shorter than the other.  To beat him, makes immediate rival to crouch to achieve a knockout
punch in the face and find the Knock Out ( Knockout ).

dale con el látigo
The complete phrase is " and dale with the whip " means: now going to start again with your refrain. An exclamation of
protest between spouses is when starting a fight very repetitive.

dale viada
In crew means that you boot to a boat. Start of navigation. Violent start, first jolt of the ship to start their engines. It is
also used to say " start " in a vehicle.

dalear
It is a very common and distorted say in Andalusia twisting, twist, lean way.

daleysha
daleysha is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Daleysha; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
woman's name, has as variants Talicia, Talisha, Thalicia and delight. It blooms and prospers. That provides pleasure
and satisfaction. It is of Greek origin.

dalhid
dalhid is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dahlid" as meaning:<br>Dahlid is a male name. Danly, Dalhed or
Dalheth variants. Means coming from the Valley, from its flat, born on the Prairie. Ranger. It is of Hebrew origin.

dalia
It is the name of a flower plant of varied colors, native to Mexico.  It is also known as heron flower or water tube flower. 
It is the Spanishization of the genus Dahlia, which is valid for plants of the family Asteraseae and for lepidoptera insects
of the family Noctuidae.  It is also the name of a Province of Sweden (Dalsland).  Name of a beautiful flower.  Woman's
name taken from the flower, dedicated to Swedish Botanist Anders Dahl.

dalias
dalias is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Dalia" being its meaning:<br>It is the plural of Dalia.  It is the
name of a flower and a woman.  It is of Swedish origin.  In honor to the flower and botanical Dahl.  Dhalia, dahlia, Dahlia
variants. It is a genus of plants belonging to the Asteraceae familoa, there are garden of colorful plants. This plant is
native to america and in Nahuatl is called atlcocotlixochitl, which means beautiful flower with tube containing water.



dalie
In Italian it means Dalia.  It is a woman's name of Italian origin and the name of a flower.  Name of Greek origin meaning
beautiful woman, or beautiful as a flower.  There is also the name Dalieth. 

dalit
In India it is a population declared untouchable.  They are the poorest and most discriminated against members of
society.  They are also known as paria, untouchable, harijan or panchama.  They are outside the four castes, varans or
recognized and traditional levels, which surpass them.

dalmata
English stage name of a Puerto Rican singer, whose real name is Fernando Mangual Vázquez.  In Spanish it is known
as Dalmatian. 

dalmatian
It is a word of the English language meaning Dalmatian.  It can refer to the breed of dogs or also as a Gentile of
Dalmatia (Coastal Region of the Adriatic Sea belonging to Croatia). 

dalroy
In Geography, it is the name of a town or village belonging to Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, in Canada.  It is the
result of mixing the two names of their first traders (Dill and McElroy).

dama
Elegant and distinguished woman.  Educated and noble woman.  In the game of chess it is another way of calling the
Queen.  Respectful treatment of a woman, a lady. 

dama de compañia
It is one of the definitions of chaperone.  Also used in some parts as a synonym for prostitura.

damacenos
It is the name of the people who were born or live in Damascus. Concerning Damascus.

damajuna
damajuna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Demijohn" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Carboy.
It is a vessel of pottery or glass, mouth close and very barriguda, usually used to store wine. Damasana, tinaja, vinajera.

daman
The correct term is daman.  It is the name of a city and a district in India.  It is also the name of a river and a valley in
that same region.  It is the name of an animal in the family Procaviidae.  They are rodent mammals similar to curíes or
capybaras.  They are of a medium-sized and live only in Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.  There are 6 species. 

damaris
It is a woman's name of Greek origin, which means married woman.  Who has a husband or husband. 

damas



Plural of lady, meaning woman.  Women.  Name of a board game that is also called in some parts wall or pediment.  It is
played on a square board, which has 8 squares on each side.  It is a surname of Spanish origin (Province of Ávila).  Last
name of a Spanish tennis player, whose full name is Miguel Damas. 

damas rosadas
In Colombia are groups of women volunteers who are dedicated to run social work.  Usually they provide aid to sick,
elderly people or children abandoned.  There are also grey ladies and perform similar tasks.

damas y caballeros
Ladies and gentlemen, women and men.   (English Ladies and gentlemen)

damánes
Rock hyrax is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rock Hyrax" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
hyraxes ( it does not have tilde ).  They are common names of mustelids such as moles, woodchucks, and shrews.

damian
Damian is incorrectly written and should be written as "Damian ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Damian is a male
of Greek origin and means " Which grew out of the 34 people; " Out of the 34 people;.

damián
The correct term is Damian.  It is a proper name of male, is of Greek origin and means arising out of the village, which
grew out of the village.

damier
It is a French word and means checkered Board, with grids, Board for checkers.

damita
Lady companion of the bride in a marriage.  Girl making part of the Court of the bride.  Bridesmaid.  Diminutive of Lady. 
He was also the "surname" or complement to the stage name of a French actress known as Lili Damita and whose real
name was Liliane Marie Madeleine Carré.

dana
Dana or Danna, is a name of Hebrew origin woman and means that judges.

danablu
danablu is incorrectly written and it should be written as Danablu ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Danablu ( it is proper name ).  It is a type of cheese with protection of origin made in Denmark.

danae
Arid land fertilized by rain.  In Ancient Greek it means thirsty.  It was the name of an arid princess.  daughter of the king
of Argos, Acrisius and Eurydice.  She was Perseus' mother.  In Botany, it is a genus of plants in the family
Asparagaceae.  Entomology is a genus of insects in the family Endomychidae.  Name of an Asteroid .  It is also
surname in France.  Surname of French singer Daniele Danae.  



dancístico
It means related to dance, to dance.

dandi
It is a way of calling male models.  Men of good looks and very refined in their costumes.  Elegant figurines.

dandy
It means elegant.  Very refined person.  Dandi can also be used.  fashion reference. 

dane
In Colombia it is an acronym for a state entity.  It means National Administrative Department of Statistics.

danés
It means native of Dania, a region of Northern Europe.  Gentilicio de Dinamarca .  Who hails from Denmark.  Relating to
or belonging to Denmark.  Danish.  Name of a language spoken in Denmark.  It is a Norse language, belonging to the
group of Germanic languages. 

daniel
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means Justice of God.  Name of a prophet of the Christian religion,
but revered by Catholics, Jews, Islamists and Bahaists.  Name of a Book of the Holy Bible of the Old Testament.  Name
of one of King David's sons.

daniela
Daniela is the variant of Daniel feminine.  It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin woman.  It mean to Dios justice,
another variant is Danilo.  The name of a song of defiance, performed by Darío Gómez and a danceable tropical song
performed by Rodolfo Aicardi.

daniella
Daniella is incorrectly written and should be written as "Daniella or Daniela." being its meaning:<br>It is a variant of
Daniela. Male variants are Daniel and Danilo. It is a name of Hebrew origin and means " 34 God's justice;.

danilo
It is a name of Hebrew origin male and means "righteousness of God".  Variant: Daniel.  Female variant Danila.  It is a
common name in Spanish, Italian and Portuguese.

danta de montaña
It is a kind of American tapir.  It is a perisodactyl mammal (with an odd number of fingers).  In Colombia we also call it
páramo tapir, páramo tapir, Andean tapir or tatabra.  In Quechua it is called sacha huagra.  Its scientific name is Tapirus
pinchaque and it belongs to the family Tapiridae. 

danta de páramo
It is another common name with which you know the Andean tapir, mountain danta, black danta, lanudo tapir or prick. 
Its scientific name is ( Tapirus pinchaque ) and belongs to the family Tapiridae.  It is found only in Colombia and
Ecuador, in the Andean mountain ranges.



dante
It is a name of male of Latin origin which means firm, tough, rigid character.  Name of Italian writer: Dante Alighieri who
wrote "The Divine Comedy".  Apocope of male name during.

dantesco
Means to cause much impression, impressive, terrifying, apocalyptic, tremendous, shocking, terrible, catastrophic,
creepy.

danubio
The name of a great European river that flows into the Black Sea.  In avestica language (old Iranian) danu means River,
stream.  The name of a division of the Uruguay team.  Name of two neighborhoods in the cities of Bogota and Ibague
(Colombia).  Name of Ibague amateur team.

danza
Rhythmic movement.  It means dance, choreography, step.  Displacement of the body acompasado with the music.  In
Colombia is a musical rhythm of the Department of Tolima, characterized by a soft, rhythmic melody and very even
intervals and very accurate measurement.

dañado
It is an inflection of harm.  It means harming, deteriorating, spoiling, ruining.  Damaged, damaged, ruined, damaged.  In
Colombia it also means bad, corrupt. 

dañino
It means that it is bad, harmful, that it does harm, that it does evil, that it harms. 

dañinos
Plural of harmful .  It means they cause harm or harm.  Harmful, unfavorable, harmful, harmful, bad, harmful. 

dapo
It is the name of a game or sport consisting of a series of juggling or maneuvering that are made with two square rags. 
It was invented in Barcelona.   (I think their precursors were pizzeros).

daque
Daque, or better daqué, is a word in Asturian language that wants to say something, sometimes, anyone, quite.

dar camotillo
Sweet potato or camotillo is feeding, feed someone. The sweet potato is the same sweet potato or sweet potato.
Camotillo is also a sweet in Peru and Chile, prepared sweet potato. Feed, sweeten. Give coba.

dar cancha a alguien
In Colombia we use is the expression " Open court ".  It is the same as " Court to give someone ".  They mean more
room so he can spend.  .   ( guy ).  .  .  It makes reference to priority, preference.  It is almost the same as saying
colloquially " Field and width that will this beautiful ".  Primacy, advantage, most priority.



dar coba
In Colombia it means incentivize, stimulate, encourage, encourage.  Express reasons or reasons to encourage us to do
something.  Spur, sting, aupar, exhort, move. 

dar con el quid
"Finding the crux" means find the reason, finding the cause, analyze why, discover the essence, identify the reason.

dar cuerda
In Colombia it means to stimulate, incite, encourage, encourage.  Give encouragement or impulse. 

dar darse bombo
In Colombia give or take hype means making propaganda, promote themselves, boast, boast, lifted up, boast.  Also it is
said colloquially be shampoo.  Proclaim itself.

dar en el clavo
In Colombia it means to hit, hit, find, find, guess.

dar la luz
Childbirth: childbirth.  Stand light, develop, create, produce.  Gives the light: teach, educate.

dar la murga
In Colombia, murga is an improvised Orchestra comprised of musicians and also improvised instruments.  Give the
murga is have fun and singing with improvised instruments.  It is usually open field where there is no electric power.

dar la sensación
It means to appear, to have the appearance, to resemble, to resemble, to appear.  Give or have a rough idea of
something, or also of an opinion, but without knowing it thoroughly. 

dar la talla
In Colombia, it means being able to do a job.  Prove that you can exercise a charge.  Trained.  Live up to it.

dar lora
In Colombia it means annoying, tiring, annoying, uncomfortable, singing.  Scold at all times, talk too much, criticize.

dar mucha grima
It's having an uncomfortable feeling of displeasure or disgust.  Annoyance, anger, rage, annoyance, discontent,
affliction, sadness, bitterness Someone is going to give you a lot of groma.  Detempering of the teeth, dentera. 

dar papaya
In Colombia, it means giving opportunity to the contrary that attacks us with ease and get the best dividends.  Relax,
overlooked, neglected.  Stop being vigilant.

dar que habla



The correct term is " giving that talk about ".  It means give reasons to be the Centre of a conversation of other people. 
Be referent to others.

dar una de cal y otra de arena
It is the daily alternation of things. Some things are accomplished and others do not. It means that not all the objectives
are achieved and that all things are not equal. The correct phrase is " A son of lime and other sandy " and it means that
each achievement has a fair price.

dar una mano
In Colombia, it means helping, assisting, auxiliary.  Contribute something to help another.  Support.

dara
It is the stage name of an actress, model and South Korean singer, who lived in the Philippines, whose real name is
Sandara Park Hangul.  It is a town in the Middle Egypt, near the city of Asyut (Egypt).  It is also a common name given
in Venezuela to the stone-curlew (wader).

dardabasi
It is one of the common names of a falconiform bird ( Falconidae family).  It is of daytime habits and has pointed wings
and tail.  Its scientific name is Cerneis naumanni or Falco neumanni .  Variety of kestrel, kestrel primilla .

dardanelos
Means of Dardania.  Dardanelles is the name of a strait, which lies to the South of the sea of Marmara, Turkey.  It is the
name of one of the Straits dividing Turkey.  It connects the Aegean Sea and the sea of Marmara.  It was formerly called
the Hellespont.  The other Strait that divides Turkey's Bosphorus or Istanbul Strait.

dardear
Attack with darts. Play with darts.

dardo
Weapon used by the indigenous people through a blowgun.  Arrow.  Sting, Harpoon, puya (pointy), pua, Lancet small
spear.  Also used as sharp or stabbing expression, synonymous with satire, pulla, sarcasm, corrosiveness, critical. 
Game of releases of a sharp Lancet on a target.  This game offers risks when it is used by children.

dardo tranquilizante
It is a type of hollowed-out dart to which a soporific or narcotic is added, in order to numb a beast. 

dario
Darius is more suitable.  It is a male name of Greek origin, its meaning is the one that protects, the protector.  Name of a
Persian king who belonged to the Aquemenid Dynasty. 

darle a alguien la tarantela
It means commotion, agitation vivacity, dynamism.  Try to do something very fast.  Accelerate. 

darle al pico



In Colombia it can mean working making trenches or excavations or also take, drink, libar (beer bottle peak).

darle cuero
In Colombia it means punishing, beating with a leash or a money.  By extension strongly criticize . 

darle vueltas
In Colombia, it means hesitation, hesitation, vacillation.  Haunt.

darphin
Darphin is incorrectly written, and should be written as Darphin.  being its meaning: is the name of a cosmetic treatment
or beauty of French origin, which uses herbs, essences and natural oils.  Masks and creams of plants and natural oils.

darse de bruce
The correct term is to go from face to face, although it is also given of face to face. It means falling off front and upside
down.

darwin
Darwin is incorrectly written and it should be written as Darwin ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Darwin ( it is a surname ).  In Colombia is also used as a male name.  Surname of English naturalist who proposes
the evolution of 40 species; Charles Darwin, )  Name of Australian city.

dash
dash is incorrectly written, and should be written as Dash or Dash-8.  being its meaning: the correct term is Dash ( it is
proper name ).  It is a type of Canadian House de Havilland turboprop aircraft, which currently belongs to Bombardier
Aeroespace.

dashi
It is Japanese cuisine fish stock or a stock.

dasiornítidos
It means very velluda ave.  Bird with very fuzzy, woolly, body plush, thick and bushy.  They are a kind of birds in the
family Dasiornithidae.  They are typical of Australia.

dasiuros
dasiuros is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Dasiuridos; or" Dasyuridae )"being its
meaning:<br>Technically correct term is dasiuridos or belonging to the family Dasyuridae.  Includes approximately 70
species of marsupial mammals like cats marsupial, marsupial rats, marsupial mice, the quol or which and the
Tasmanian Devil.

dasonomía
It's one of the forestry sciences.  It is the science that is dedicated to the study of trees and forests. 

dasycrotapha
It means head velluda or plush.  It is a genus of small birds in the family Zosterophidae.  They are called timalies and



are unique to the Philippines.

dasypeltis
It is the genus name of egg-eater snakes.  They belong to the Family Colubridae.  Interestingly it means hairy skin or
shielded.

dasypus hybridus
It is the scientific name of a variety of armadillo, typical of the South American cone.  Dasypus means that it has hairy
leg or leg and hybridus is an epithet or complement that means hybrid or mixed.  It is known as long nose armadillo,
southern long nose armadillo, mulita or tú mulita.

dasypus septemcinctus
It is the name of a species of armadillo from Bolivia, Paraguay and Northern Argentina.  Dasypus means hairy leg or leg
and septemcinctus, means seven ribbons or armored bands (refers to the number of bands you have on your shell or
ossified skin).  It is known as small mulita, mulita girl, tú mulita, seven-band mulita or seven-band armadillo.  It is typical
of the Chaco region.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be small mulita, mulita girl, tú mulita,
seven-band mulita or seven-band armadillo

dasypus yepesi
Dasypus yepesi is the scientific name of Yepes mulita, yungueña mulita or Yunga's minor long-nosed armadillo.  The
generic name Dasypus means hairy leg or leg (armadillos) and yepesi is dedicated to Yepes, Yepes.  It is synonymous
with Dasypus mazzai.  It is found in Salta and Tucumán in Argentina.

datan
It is an inflection of datar. It means to have news, information, data, review, history, reference, detail, note, evidence.

datazo
Increased data.  Large or very important data.  Highly relevant data. 

date
In Spanish is an inflection of give.  It means deliver, donate, give, give, give, provide, produce, yield, transmit, facilitate,
grant.  In English it means data, date, appointment.

datilero
It means that it produces dates (fruits of a kind of Palm, also known as tamara).  A person who sells, trades, or
cultivated dates.  Tamarero.

datura
It is a word of Sanskrit origin.  It means spiny apple.  In Botany it is the name of a genus of almost all poisonous plants
belonging to the family Solanaceae.  It's synonymous with Jedondio. 

daturas
Plants of the family Solanaceae .  It is the name of the plants belonging to the genus Datura.  There are about twelve
different species.  Its fruits are edible and the word is of s'nscrito origin and means spiny apple or thorn apple. 



daturina
It is the name of an alkaloid.  It is found mostly in plants of the genus Datura, of the family Solanaceae (such as
stramonium).  It is a poisonous substance. 

david
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means the one loved by God.  Name of a King of Israel, of whom
Jesus was a descendant.  Name of a city and district in Panama. 

davida
Name given to an asteroid, in honor of Dr.  David Peck Todd, who was Professor of Astronomy at Amherst College, in
Amherst, Massachusetts (Hampshire County).  Brand of helmets for motorcyclists.  Name of a Physiotherapy and
Rehabilitation Clinic in Alcobendas (Madrid). 

davidweilla
It means in honor of David Weill, dedicated to David Weill.  It is the name of an asteroid (1037). 

day
It's an English language word, which means Day.  It is a surname of English origin.  Name given in English to a small pet
type. 

dayana
It is a variant of the name Diana ( pronunciation of the same name in English ). It means light divine, shining, Goddess
of fertility.

dayanara
It is a woman's name of Hindu origin and means Princess of Love.  There is another version that says it is of Chinese
origin and means Sweet Night. 

dádiva
It means donation, obolo, gift, offering, gift, tip, aid, present.  Something that is given voluntarily and free of charge. 
Something that is delivered without waiting for compensation.

dálmata
It means a native of Dalmatia, living in Dalmatia.  Dalmatia is a region located on the shores of the Adriatic Sea,
currently mostly is a small portion of Montenegro and Croatia.  In the past, Dalmatia was a Roman province.  Breed of
dog that is characterized by a white fur with black polka dot small and dispersed throughout the body.  Dalmatians are
dogs very slender.

dámaso
It is a male name of Greek origin and means the tamer, which breastfeeds or soothes.  Name of two Popes of the
Catholic Church.  Saint Dámaso I, is the patron saint of archaeologists.  Dámaso II was only in the pontificate for 23
days.  Name of a Cuban musician nicknamed "El Rey del Mambo".  Its full name was José Dámaso Pérez Prado . 
Name of a song performed by Gerardo Ortíz . 

dámiso



The correct term is Damiso ( 41 own name;.  It was the name of one of the giant sons of Uranus in Greek mythology.  It
is characterized for being the fastest of all.

dánaos
Dánao or Daanos was a character of the Iliad, being part of one of the Greek tribes that confronted the Trojans.  He was
the son of Belo and the náyade Anquínoe.  He was the brother of Egypt.  He was King of Argos.  Daanos was also
called the tribe of Greeks, who together with the argives, confronted the Trojans.

dánica
It is a name of Slavic origin woman and wants to tell Venus, morning star or morning star.  Danica Patrick is the name of
a broker's car, was the first woman to win a race in the IndyCar.  It currently runs on NASCAR.

dárselas
In Colombia in a colloquial way means to ufane, to feel proud or vain, to brag, to brag.  Appear more than you are. 
Presume or pretend to be superior to others in any aspect, without really being superior to it (smart, strong, etc.).  Have
infulas.

dárselas alguien de café con leche
In Colombia it means smug, vain, proud, bluffing.  Believing yourself superior or better than others. 

dársena
Site where boats are stranded to download, or to lower its passengers.  In Colombia it means mooring, wharf, berth,
Pier, quay.

dársena
Site where boats are stranded to download, or to lower its passengers.  In Colombia it means mooring, wharf, berth,
Pier, quay.

dátil
Dry fruit obtained from Palm, whose scientific name is Phoenix dactylifera and belongs to the family Arecaceae.

de bobilis bobilis
It is a Latin phrase. You want to say to the bobo, pure ingenuity, free. Some accept that you come from vovis vovis, that
is charity, to it free, of charity. Unemployed, unoccupied.

de boquilla
In Colombia it means that you say more you do not think or feel.  It is very similar to the expression, teeth out.  You may
also refer to the transmission of information orally.  Verbally, narrated, oral.

de bóbilis, bobilis
It means of bucket, free, without pay, without remuneration, without work. In Colombia we also say gratiniano, au gratin
or jowls.

de buen humor



It means happy, smiling.  Nice, pleasant.

de buenas a primeras
It means with shock, that restless or frightening.  It means when you least expect, unexpectedly, untimely, in an instant,
very fast, instantly.  Sopetón, without warning, unforeseen, unexpectedly.

de buenas a primeta
good to first is incorrectly written and it should be written as "good first" still its meaning:<br>The correct phrase is " good
to first " means a moment to another, unexpectedly, suddenly, at the moment.

de cabo a rabo
You mean in its entirety, in its whole whole, entirely, completely.  All.

de cabo arabo
the correct term is "beginning to end".  You want to tell the whole, from end to end.  In every sense.

de cachete
In Colombia it means free, without paying.  Complimentary. 

de cueramaro
cuerámaro is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Of Cuerámaro." being its meaning:<br>It is the definition of
Cueramarense.  Inhabitants who were born or live the Cuerámaro, municipality of Guanajuato, Mexico.

de donde proviene tomate
Tomato is a plant of Central American origin and of North South America,

de frente mar
Means move forward, toward the front.  It is a military order.

de jarabe tapatio
It is considered by many the national dance of Mexico.  Typical dance of the State of Jalisco in Mexico.  Original tap
dance of Mexico.

de la monja blanca
The white nun is the common name of an orchid that is the national flower of Guatemala. Its scientific name is Lycaste
skinneri, also called Lycaste virginalis or Lycaste alba.

de la palabra k
the word that is incorrectly written, and it should be written as "K '' ata" being its meaning:<br>K '' ata is the Supreme
God of the Tobas ( Argentina ). He lives in the heights from which sees and hears everything that happens on Earth.  No
one knows its figure for what supposed disembodied. They pray to him those who leave to battle or those who go
hunting.



de largo
It means it doesn't stop.  What happens without stopping. 

de mala ley
Colombia also uses " bad Bill " to designate a person of genius difficult, very uneasy, troubled, looking for problems
where there are no them.  It is synonymous with imposing, aggressive, bossy, authoritarian, selfish.  Bad class.

de marras
It means that it is known by all, of popular knowledge or of general knowledge.  That we all know or know.  For all
known.  Not to be confused with marras (adverb) which means long ago, in the past, in the past, in the past.  Referred,
known, counted.

de medio d¿a para arriba
In terms of time means in the afternoon ( after noon ). In terms of location geographical or astronomical means
westward, westward ( after the 41 zenit; Otherwise it would be noon down ( before noon or in the morning and before
the sun reaches the zenith or sea to the East, East )

de melena
In Colombia you mean MOP, long hair.

de oídas
It is something that has been heard, which has been narrated by another, counted.  It is to repeat something that
another told, but without being able to confirm if it is true.  They told me, I heard.

de pacotilla
It means that it is totally worthless and meaningless.  It lacks quality .  Poor quality .  Merchandise carried by a sailor
without paying for transportation.  Smuggled .  Devalued, devalued, insignificant, discredited. 

de padre y muy señor mio
It means tremendous, big, strong.  terrible, serious.

de palabra
It means verbal agreement.  Convention or agreement which does not have written documents and which is based only
on the will of the parties.  Also "of word", in Colombia means fulfilled, correct, strict, serious, thorough.  That fully fulfils
the promise.

de pies a cabeza
Throughout the body.  Name of a serial juvenile of Colombian Television.  Song of the Mexican Group Maná.

de po vida
The correct term is " of lifelong ".  Means for life, until he dies ( and sometimes until after her ).  Perpetual, eternal.

de postín
It means very notorious, important, ostentatious, boastful, presumption, luxurious, boastful.  Of a lot of distinction.



de prisa
It means with eagerness, hurriedly, with urgency, quickly, quickly, with trouble, at full speed.

de punta a punta
You mean in its entirety, all the way, from end to end, from the beginning to the end.

de que otra forma se le llama al mergal en mexico
The Mergal is a preservative, antibacterial product that has the same name commercial and scientific, is produced by
Troy Chemical Company. Its uses are as preservative for products such as paints, adhesives, detergents, waxes, air
fresheners, disinfectants. There are many much better than the Mergal broad spectrum bactericidal. They are called
Someticonas. Ceridust, Troysan, Polyphase.

de qué hacen la gelatina?
It is an organic product obtained by hydrolysis of collagen.  In hand you can get by decoction of bone and cartilage of
animals.  Colombia prepares with the decoction of legs preferably beef.  The result is a colorless, tasteless and colloidal
gel.  Are you often add industrial way sugar and artificial flavors to sell in the market.

de refilón
It means in bias, on the one hand, laterally, superficially.  Rozon.  Touched or brushed slightly by the edge.

de seguidores
It means that they follow, support or accept ideas, thoughts, actions or doctrines of someone. They are its synonyms:
followers, fans, followers, disciple, partisan, fans, rollers.

de sereno
Serene in Mexico is the same as saying of guard, watchman, guard, caregiver.

de sopetón
In Colombia it means a moment, suddenly, ungodly way, surprise, suddenly, very quickly.  Suddenly, unexpectedly,
suddenly, suddenly.

de tal palo tal
The full popular adage is "of such suit.  .  . like son".  It means that the children usually inherit many characteristics and
traits of their parents.  It means that you resemble their parents.

dead
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English language. Means dead, deceased, deceased, deceased,
deceased, victim. Mechanics also means inactive, off or without current.

deadpool
Name of a series of Marvel Comics films.  Character played by Ryan Reynolds in that film.  He's an antihero and villain.

deanne
Deanne is a name of English women. It is a variant of Diana who is of Latin origin and means divine light-filled. Other



documents gives it as a variant of Dana that is a name of Hebrew origin and means that judges.

deaorvitado
deaorvitado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exorbitant or exorbitant." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is exorbitant. It means that it lost the order, who lost control, which lost the orbit. Concerning the eyes, means wide
open, outstanding, sprouted...

death
It is a word of the English language meaning death, death, death, mortality. 

debacle
To say the last straw, a disaster.  Very painful defeat.  Loss of all positions that mean accountability.

debastada
The correct term is devastated, with v.  It means destroyed, damaged, deteriorated, blasted, desolate, undone.

debilucho
It means very weak, stunted, puny.  Sick, sickly. 

deborah
Deborah is incorrectly written and should be written as "Déborah, Débora." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Deborah.  Variant Debora.  It is a woman's name, of Hebrew origin and means a worker as a bee.  .

debrayar
Debrayar is to simply burn time, idleness. Wander, spend time thinking about crap, nonsense, without any utility.

debussiana
It means concerning Achille Claude Debussy a French musician.  Relative to Debussy.  Name of a piece of music
composed by the Argentine pianist Schedule Icasto. 

debussiano
That is to say relative to Debussy (which belongs to Debussy).  He refers to the French musician and composer Achille
Claude Debussy. 

decaídas
Plural decay .  It means distressed, despondent, discouraged, sad, discouraged, grieving, weak.  They mean they are in
a state of physical or mood weakness.

decalaje
It means mismatch, offset, lack of synchronization. 

decanas
Oldest female member of a community or Board.  Veteran. Woman named to lead a faculty at a University.



decanta
It means precipitates, it sinks.  Separation of elements that occurs in an aqueous or liquid substance, due to the different
densities of susu components.  Decanting inflection, which means precipitate, sink.  Also decant, means over-praise,
prefer, choose, choose from several.  Separate , cernir .  Strain. 

decantarse
It means to precipitate, to go to the bottom, to sink.  It usually refers to small particles that are diluted in a liquid and over
time, by weight, are precipitated to the bottom of the container containing it.  It is also used in Colombia to signify, that
some events begin to be clarified or that several of them extract, extract or choose the most representative or relevant. 
Choose, extract,

decapitado
Killing a person or an animal by cutting off the head, may well be with a cutlass, a machete or a guillotine. Delete the
most prominent persons of a movement, or an institution or a dome.

decatir
It means dull, dull, remove the shine.  Give Matt colouring to a painting.

decálogo
It means you have ten deals, agreements or treaties.  It's the way to call the "Ten Commandments of God's Law."

decca
It is the name of an English record label.  The name comes from the brand of a Gramophone patented by Wilfred S. 
Samuel.

decembrina
It means relative or related to December, the last month of the year.

decembrista
Name that received a rising of the Russian army, in 1825, to reject the Nicolás I rise to power (the revolt lasted one day,
December 26).  It means that you occurred in December, with December.

decena
It means that it is a set or group consisting of ten units. 

decenas
Plural of decena .  Groups consisting of ten units.  Sets of ten elements.  Boxes containing ten units.  In Many parts it is
used to mean large number, good quantity.

decenio
It means period of time that corresponds to ten years. 

decennatherium
The Decennatherium or Decennatherium rex was an artiodactyl of the giraffe family that existed in the Miocene in the



Iberian Peninsula.  The oldest giraffe whose fossil was found near Madrid.

deceso
It means death, natural death.  Term or end of life.  Death, death, death, death.

dechado
That it is worthy of being imitated, exemplary, model.  Sample , example , prototype , ruler , ideal . 

dechohabientes
dechohabientes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Successors." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
IMSS users. Means beneficiaries, heirs and successors. Those who have the right to inherit property or assets.

decibel
It is a term used in acoustics.  It is a fraction of the unit of measure of the intensity or sound power (tenth), called bel Bel.
 Submultiple equivalent to tenth Bel.  Its symbol is dB, Bel and Bel is B.  As sound intensity or acoustic are so broad is
more customary use measurements in decibels as well other than the unit.  Measurements of noise pollution is in
decibels (dB).

decidirse
It is the action of taking a decision.  It means dare, resolved, dare, dare, dare, determined.

deciduo
It means that it loses its foliage at a certain time of the year.  Deciduous. 

decilo
say it for is incorrectly written, and should be written as "DILO" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of words, but
incorrect. In imperative. It is better to use the term say it!. Means say it, expose it, express it.

decimatio
It was one of the strongest punishments applied by the Romans.  It was applied in cases of extreme cowardice, mutiny
or desertion.  Groups of ten were formed and luck was chosen who should be punished.  Decimated from the army. 

decimero
In the Colombian Atlantic coast a decimero is a person who recites or sings tenth, verses improvised by way of litanies. 
It is a typical way of versear of the coastal people.  Decimero in Bogota, is a peddler that sits on the 10th race.

decimoquinto
It means that it occupies the fifteenth position in a list. 

decisorio
It means that he decides, that he solves, that he says, that he makes a decision.  It solves, that fails, that sentence. 

deck



It is an English word meaning floor or cover.  It's also a way to call a deck or card pack in English.

declararse
It is the action of manifest, manifest, expose, exposed, say, announce, testify, testify.  Also used to indicate that a lover
decides to express his feelings.

declinado
It is a turning-point decline.  To say decline, wane, descend, decrease, lose brightness or value, deteriorate, weaken,
refuse, renounce, reject.

deco
In Colombia, short for decoder.  It is also the nickname by which Brazilian footballer Anderson Luis de Souza, a
Portuguese nationalist, is known. 

decolar
It is the action of taking off an aircraft.  Take off, fly.  Raise the tail, fuselage and wings. 

decorados
In Colombia it is a kind of cake or cake that is presented in portions (sliced or sliced).  It is soft dough and covered with
sweet creams.

decoro
It means to act correctly, ethically, morally.  It is also an inflection of decorating which means to adorn, to make
noticeable or to shine with ornaments. 

decosificar
decosificar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Decode" being its meaning:<br>Very likely the question is by
decode and there is a typing error. Decode is using rules or codigps prerviamente established or agreed upon in order to
understand a message encrypted or key. In computer science or systems it is used the agreed key to gain access to
information or a page.

decrecenta
The correct term is decreasing.  Although you can use the verb decrecentar, which means a decrease, impair, lessen,
lower your level or your value.  In that case, Decrecenta is an inflection of decrecentar.  Decrease in the level of a river.

decrementando
It is an inflection of decrease.  It's the totally opposite to increase (antonym of increase).  To say undermine, diminish,
reduce, finish, exhausting (especially if it refers to a rapid, continuous, gradual, steady way).  It also has applications in
computer science.  In statistics is the loss constant a numeric value over time (is reflected graphically on a line that is
falling or down towards the right).

decuidado
The word "careless" is misspelled.  They may be asking for "care" or careless.  In the first case, "care" means
dangerous, insecure, fearsome, uncontrollable, aggressive.  If the question is careless, it means inattentive, carefree,
distracted, sleepy, forgetful, abandoned.



decuplique
It's a decuplicar inflection.  In Mathematics it means multiplying by ten (it is easy to add a zero to a certain quantity).

decuria
Squad or platoon of 10 soldiers in Ancient Rome.  He was commanded by a Decurion.  It was one-tenth of a Centuria.

decurión
It was the name of the commander of a Decuria.  Commander of a picket or squadron consisting of 10 soldiers in
Ancient Rome.

decusa
It means leaves arranged in the form of a cross or opposite pairs.  It is a term used in botany.  You can also use decuso
or decusado.  In the form of a blade. 

decusado
It means arranged in the form of a cross or opposite pairs.  It is a term used in botany.  It can also be used decuso. 

dedazo
It's an augmentative finger logic.  Big finger.  In some American countries, the term is used to denote that some public
official chose him "by finger", that is, by signaling or appointing a ruler on duty.  Almost always by friendship, political
commitment and usually, without qualifying to execute your function ciorrectately.

dedeté
It is the same as DDT.  A product name used last century to eliminate pests, especially insects.  Its chemical name is
Dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane.  It was very questioned its use (it is currently prohibited in Colombia) by its residual
action.  Traces of DDT are currently in breast milk of African women.

deer
It is a word from the English language, meaning deer, deer (the animal).  It can also mean virtual man. 

defalcado
It's a defalcar inflection.  It means to stay or leave without financial resources.  Is to take or appropriate the resources
that are in your custody.  Break, ruin.  Remove, steal.

default
It is a word of the English language meaning defect, lack or insolvency.  It can also mean in absentia.  Delay in payment
of an insolvency credit .  There is also a use to manifest a state's decision not to repay the external debt it holds (for
rebellion or insolvency).

defaunación
It is the environmental phenomenon that manifests itself as the reduction of fauna species in a territory.  Decrease in
fauna.  It can be a consequence of deforestation, burning or water pollution. 

defectos



Plural of defect.  It means failure, deficiency, deprivation, imperfection, abnormality, irregularity, defect, tara, Vice.

defenestración
It is the violent action of throwing someone out of a window or from a balcony. 

defenestrar
It means throwing or throwing someone out of the window.  Throwing someone violently off a balcony or rooftop. 
Dismissing someone without just cause and in an intempersive way from his work.  By extension give a coup d'état to a
government. 

deficit
The correct term is deficit, always takes a tilde.  Means missing, exposed, loss, ruin, bankruptcy.  It also lack, lack, lack,
deprivation, failure, failure.

definicion de palafito
It is usually a type of housing construction on stilts and wooden platforms nestled on water surfaces.  They are usually
fishing villages built on swampy terrain, flood zones or over lakes and lagoons.

deflación
In Economics it is the process of lowering the cost of living, reflected in lower costs of goods and services.  It is usually
associated with an oversupply of products. 

deflagracion
You mean flash, call.  Very fast and sudden combustion of a fuel, but without explosion : It is produced by mixing the
fuel with a somewhat warm or hot air. 

deflagración
Action and effect of deflagration.  It means burning spontaneously and unexpectedly, with flame, but without explosion. 
It is a kind of combustion

deflecte
It is an inflection of deflect.  It is the deviation of the direction of a current.  Twist, turn, bend, deformed by the application
of a force, that sticks or hits something and bounces.

deformarse
You mean to sag or lose the shape.  Disfiguring, distorting.

deglutivo
Process of passing food from the mouth to the esophagus.  Eat, swallow, pass.

degradar
It is to lower someone's position, grade, or rank, despite their merits.  Placing in a lower position someone who has all
the merits for a higher rank or better status.  Reducing or wearing down someone's qualities and abilities.  Make lose
category or quality.  Deteriorate, punish, demerit. 



degu
Degu or degú are one of the common names in Chile and Argentina of a small rodent.  It is known as brush tail mouse,
pirca mouse, Chilean squirrel, trumpet tail mouse.  The word degú is of Mapuche origin and means rat, mouse: Its
scientific name is Octodon degus.  It belongs to the family Octodontidae. 

degüella
It is an inflection of slaughter.  It means sacrifice, kill an animal by applying a deep wound in the neck.

dehesa
It means paddock, pasture, pasture, pasture.  Land dedicated to cattle grazing.  Land whose vegetation is intended to
be cattle fodder.  Meadow, was, mountain.

dehiscencia
In Botany is the characteristic of certain types of fruits, which open or break spontaneously to release their seed or
pollen.  According to the way they are opened they are divided into legumes ( side-opening pods), follicles (by the
central suture), siliqua (two leaflets or shells are separated) and capsules (by a longitudinal suture).  Property of
dehiscent fruits.

dehiscente
In Botany it refers to the type of fruits that when dried spontaneously release their seeds.  The classic example is that of
legume plants or the Fabaceae family, such as beans. 

dehiscentes
The dehiscent fruits are those that open spontaneously to release their seeds.  In this kind of plants can be considered
all legumes.  Examples: bean.  pea, Pionius, chicala tree tree.

dehol
The dehol is a Caucasian traditional drum variety.  It is a kind of drum (or tempug) modified and used among Georgians,
Azerbaijanis, Armenians and also farther north in Daghestan (Caucasus Region).

dei
It is a Latin root, meaning God.  In latin, you want to say God.  Dei is always written.  Opus Dei, meaning in latin, work of
God.

deidad
That he has supernatural gifts, that he is god.  Divinity, essence, preeminence, supernatural.  Titan, god, idol. 

deidamia
It is a plant genus of the family Passifloraceae.  It is synonym of Thompsonia.  Deidamia is a name of Greek origin
woman.  It is the name of an Opera by Handel.  In Greek mythology was the name of several women: one was the
daughter of Lycomedes; two others were of Epirus and another, also called Hippodamia, was considered the most
beautiful woman of the time.

deinogalerix
It means scary hedgehog or terrible hedgehog.  It was the name of a prehistoric hedgehog who lived in the Miocene in



Italy.  Interestingly it had no thorns but if it had a thick coat of hair.

deífobo
Character of the Aeneid.  It was the name of a Trojan Prince, brother of Hector.  Son of Priam and Hecuba.

dejanira
Dejanira, Deianira or Deianira, is a woman's name of Greek origin and means the one who defeats the heroes.  Name of
Hercules' third wife (Heracles).  It was also named after one of the Amazons and a daughter of Lycaon, King of the
Peloponnese.  Name of an asteroid (157). 

dejar el pelero
Leave a site after having generated a discussion.  Escape, escape.

dejarse de cuentas
The correct term is " leave 34 stories; It is a phrase used in Colombia to say do not remove apologies, you don't need to
be put to justify.   " No excuses please ". No excuses.

dejo
It is an inflection of leave.  You want to say abandon, forsake, release, consent, assign, bequeath, order, Entrust,
splitting, exit, defecting, allow, tolerate.  intonation in the form of speaking, accent, tone, pronunciation, let.

del alma
" 34 soul; means " " wholeheartedly, " With the 34 heart;.

del río
It is a Spanish surname of Asturian origin.  It flourished in Luarca around the year 1200.  Last name of a former
Colombian general, much questioned for possible false positives ( Rito Alejo Del Río Rojas .  Last name of a former
Argentine footballer, naturalized Colombian, whose full name is Victor Hugo Del Río. 

delantal
In Colombia is a garment, which is placed above the clothes to prevent enmugrar it or dirty it, especially during a job. 
apron, bib, coverall, dust.  It can be of different materials according to the work of who uses it.  College girls use an
apron of fabric squares, also called planter.

dele
DELE is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Give or give." being its meaning:<br>The DELE is the 40
certificates; Official titles ) that credited the competition and grade of the mastery of the Spanish language.  It gives them
the Instituto Cervantes on behalf of the Ministry of education of Spain.  Name of an English League player ( Dele there ).
 It is an inflection of giving ( give ).

delefat
It was a deity of Assyria and Chaldea, resembling Venus or Aphrodite.  Goddess of love and fertility of the Assyrians.  In
the United States is a surname (exists in Saint Louis, Missouri)



deleornis
In ornithology is a genus of birds to which belong the Sunbird and the African Red.  They are slightly related to the
American hummingbird and the Australian honey, because they feed on nectar.  They belong to the Sunbird family.

deleznable
You want to say that it lacks consistency, which may break up or break, that can erode.  Erodable, fragile, delicate,
crisp, inconsistent.  It can also mean ephemeral, fleeting, transient, temporary.

deleznar
It means sliding, slipping, slipping, skating.  In agronomic terms it is eroding or eroding (referred to the ground).

delfina
It is a woman's name, female variant of dolphin.  It is of Greek origin and means "graceful and beautiful forms".  Delfina
Guido was a great actress on Colombian TV.

delfín
It is the name of an aquatic mammal (cetacean), which predominates in almost all seas.  There are also river or
freshwater.  They usually eat fish and molluscs and have pulmonary breathing.  They are also often called law firms. 
They are highly smart and belong essentially to the Family Delphinidae.  He is the son of a notorious politician who
intends to pursue his father's career.  It is also a style of swimming.  Name of a Catholic saint born in Pamplona and was
Bishop of Bordeaux.  Name of male of Latin origin .  It means playful.  Also Dolphin is a surname of Italian (Venetian)
origin. 

delfín del amazonas
It is one of the common ways to call the Dolphin pink, tonina or buffalo.  It exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and Amazon
basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order of cetaceans.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the
family Iniidae .  It also receives other common names : Pink Dolphin, Tonina, Boto, Law, Goal Dolphin, Orinoco Dolphin.

delfos
Delphi is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Delphi; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 Delphi; own name ).  Delphi is the name of an ancient Greek city famous for its Oracle.  Today it is a very modern
city.

delgadito
It means very skinny.  Diminutive of thin. 

delgado
It means skinny, slender, bony.  Lacking in flesh and fat.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

delia
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means that it comes from the Island of Delos.  Name of a famous romantic
writer of Venezuelan origin (Novela Rosa) and named Delia Fiallo.   Name of famous Colombian folklorist, dancer and
dance teacher named Delia Zapata Olivella. 

deliberadamente



It means with intention, with regard to deliberate.  Intentionally, with premeditation.  So deliberately, preconceived,
prepared.

delicatesen
The term delicatessen is also used.  In Colombia it is a type of very specialized shops, where they sell high quality
meals, delicacies.  They are delicious, exotic meals and for immediate consumption.  Imported and organic ingredients
are usually used.  Delicatessen is a word originating from the German language and is formed with Delikat (delicious)
and essen (food).

delictivo
It means it's a crime.  Which is illegal and punishable.  He is punished by law.  criminal. 

delictuoso
It means it's a crime.  Which is illegal and punishable.  He is punished by law.  criminal. 

deligencia
It is a way used by farmers in a wrong way, to tell diligence.  It means promptly, quickly, swiftness, speed and agility. 
Activity that denotes to devote time to deal with or get something.  Process, activity, action.  I paperwork, dealing with
something, mission, management.  Activity that requires time to be able to run, usually going to an office or a branch
official.  Official diligence is a shift from an official of the State within their functions.

delila
Delila is incorrectly written and should be written as "Delilah, Delilah, Delilah, Dalilah." being its meaning:<br>It is a
woman's name mentioned in the book of judges in the Bible.  Variant Delilah, which means the key and is of Hebrew
origin.

delilah
It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin woman.  It means "that holds the key" or "which can open".  It is one of the
variants of Dalila or Dalilah (is English language variant).  It is the name of a song by Tom Jones.  The name of a song
performed by various British bands like Queen, Florence The Machine or the Irish The Cranberries.  Name of a lover of
Samson.  The name of a large Brazilian basketball player.  His full name is Delilah Bulcão Mello.

delincuencia
Group of people who are engaged in crime.  Persons acting against the law and established norms.  People who commit
crimes.  Criminals, transgressors, ruffians, thugs, assailants, outlaws, thugs, scoundrels, bandits, evildoers. 

delincuente
Person who acts against the law and the established norms.  person who commits crimes.  Delinquent, transgressor,
ruffian, thug, assailant, outlaw, malandrín, rogue, bandit, evildoer. 

deliquio
It means fading, temporary loss of value or mood.  Loss of force or energy.  Lack of vigour.  Very intense joy, euphoria,
ecstasy, tucking.

delirante



What a delusion that suffers from delusions.  Who acts with frenzy.  That has no brake or is not still, frantic.  Showing
exaltation or excitement.  Agitated, energetic, exalted, furious, choleric, feverish, passionate, ardent, excited. 

delirio
It means vision or hallucination caused by a hallucinogenic substance or by effects of the fever of a disease.  Visions,
hallucinations.  Desvarío, disorder, frenzy, fantasy and illusion.

delirios
Visions and mental disturbances suffered by people with malaria or yellow fever, or general tropical fevers.  Visions,
ravings, disorders, frenzy, disturbances, Follies, deviations, disposals, fantasies, illusions, hallucinations, nonsense,
nonsense, chimeras.  Presumption, vanity.

delito sexual
They are all criminal actions that go against freedom, integrity and the formation of persons.

delitos flagrantes
It means obvious, manifest, glaring light.

dello
Mixture of opposite things. 

dells
It is a word in English which means fast, throat, slit, Canyon, ravine (compared to a stream or a river).  Wisconsin Dells
is a very touristic place in United States.

demacrado
That it is sick, which seems undernourished.  It means Haggard, emaciated, Haggard, cadaveric, shrivelled, consumed. 
Faded, languid.

demagogo
Cautious person who tries to be nice to everyone, not clearly manifesting its criteria and all praises them and supports. 
Hypocrite.  A person who makes many promises, which is populist, uses rhetoric to win followers and get authority, but
which then fails nothing has been agreed.  Politician playing with the feelings and needs of the people, offering to solve
their problems.  Who practice demagoguery.

demandantes
Plural of plaintiff.  In the legal aspect is the person who accuses another person for something illegal that committed and
that affects it.  It is also the person who requests or requires something.  Needed, petitioner, litigator, complainant,
accuser.

demarcado
It means that it has been physically delimited by placing some marks or signs. 

demasiados



To say that they are many, abundant, that swarm.

demasía
Used more with the conjunction in (in excess).  It means wealth, profusion, exuberance, plethora, excess, nerve,
boldness, insolence.

demediara
It demediara is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Demediará" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
halve. It means starting exactly two anything. A cycle of time divided into two equal parts, or reach the half of that cycle.
Divided into two payments or payments equal a debt or credit.

demenos
It means lousy.  Something that's very wrong or doesn't like.

demeritada
It's a demeritar inflection.  It means discrediting, losing your value or merit, undermining, deteriorating, discrediting. 
Reduce , mermar .

demersal
It means from the bottom, from the abyss, from the deep.  Benthic, benthic, abyssal, batial.  It means submerged. 
Dived.  It may refer to the seabed, a lake or a stream of water.  Fish or organisms that live at the bottom and that eat
debris.

demetrio
It is a name of Greek origin male.  It means that comes from the Earth.  This name derives from the name of Demeter,
Goddess of the Earth in the ancient Greece.

demian
It is a male name, which means the one who tames, the one who tames, the one who loves, the one who subdues.  It is
of Greek origin.  Variants : Damian, Damiano , Damianos .

demigrancia
It's a new word from our SAR.  According to its definition, it means of bad taste, ugly, which produces little or no taste
(Derived from "Denigrante" ), unpleasant.  However, as it is our duty to contribute to improve it, I think that we should
look the other way : migrate, migrant and migrant have to do with leaving their land by force majeure.  In this sense, for
me, demigrante is who for the most terrible causes has to return to his terroir (from where he had to migrate) so he does
not want it or put himself at risk.  May more demeaning for a poor Venezuelan, who because of Coronavirus has to
return to his land where he is persecuted and can kill him.  That's demigrating.  Return to the land from which it was
migrated.

demigrante
The correct term is demeaning.  It means that it inflicted, it discredits, it discredits, it dishonors, it story, it offends, it does
wrong, criticism.  That it reduces its value.

demisec



There are seven categories in the classification of wines and champagnes according to sugar content, ranging from the
lower or first category, which is the Brut Nature which has a content of 3 grams of sugar per liter. Each category is
increasing its sugar content. The sixth category corresponds to the aside or Demi sec, which is between 33 and 50
grams of sugar per liter. The sweetest category is the seventh corresponds to the Doux, which has more than 50 grams
of sugar per liter. Semi can also be said.

democracia
Etymologically, it is the people's Government.  In theory it is a type of society where all its members have the same
duties and the same rights; It is an egalitarian society.  It is the type of Government in which all his subordinates have
right to elect and be elected; all elect its governing majority.

democracia inclusiva
In theory it is democracy which includes all elements of a society without exception some ( includes all citizens
regardless of their limitations or disabilities ).

demofilia
It means affection for the people.  Who loves or feels affection for all other people. 

demofilio
You mean friend of the people.  It is most used Demophilus, which is a male name of Greek origin and means that :
Friend of the People .  Demófilo was also the pseudonym used by Antonio Machado Alvarez (writer) and by Fernando
Lozano Montes (military, journalist).

demonio
Supernatural being of many religious beliefs which personifies evil.  Devil, Satan.  Lucifer.

demonizado
Consider evil, something that it is not.  It means that you given the nature of demon, evil, of the work of the devil, made
by the devil, Satan's own.  Demon, diabolic, Satanic, infernal, I malign, evil.  Inflection of demonize, demonize, which
means now.

demora
It is an inflection of slow or delayed.  It means delayed, arriving late, with delay.  Delay, waiting, slow, delay, delay,
delay.

demorarse
It is an inflection of delay. It means slow, late, wasting time. Take slow, waiting, cachaça, delay, delay.

demostración
It is the action or effect of proving.  It means teaching, showing, indicating, pointing, manifesting, flaunting.   It can also
mean testimony, verification, evidence, confirmation, sample or proof.

demperidona
demperidona is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Domperidone." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
domperidone. Domperidone is a medicine indicated for the treatment of nausea and vomiting. It should only be used to



relieve symptoms.

denarios
Plural denario .  Ancient currency used by the Romans.  In Colombia by extension means currency, banknote, money,
silver, cash. 

dendragapus
Living alone or separated among the trees.  It is a genus of bird in the Phasianidae family known as capercaillies.  They
are short flight.  They are the species most threatened by wildfires.

dendrelaphis
It means thin arboreal snake with tan back.  It is a genus of arboreal snake, which is not poisonous.  It belongs to the
Colubridae family.  It can be found in Southeast Asia and India.

dendroaspis
It means aspid or tree snake.   It is the name of a genus of very venomous tree snakes from Africa.  They are also called
mambas (only the black mamba is not permanent arboreal).

dendrocincla
It means Dipper of the trees.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  They are known as
woodcreeper.

dendrocolaptes
It means that you strike or chop wood with a chisel.  It is a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  They are known as
woodpeckers, woodcreeper or climbers.  They are native to Central and South America.

dendrocopos
It means working in trees, which is fatigue or tiring in the trees.  It is a genus of birds in the Picidae family, some species
of birds are woodpeckers of Eurasia and North Africa.

dendrocoptes
It means tree cutter.  It is a genus of birds in the Picidae family.  Carpenters, peaks or whistles are known as green
woodpecker, woodpeckers, carpinteritos.  They are more than everything to South Asia and some parts of Europe.

dendrocronología
It is a way to find out the time or age of a tree, through the analysis of the rings in its trunk.  It is used above all in areas
where there are marked seasons.  Literally it means study of the time of trees, age of the trees.  It would be more
appropriate to say xilocronologia.

dendrocronólogo
It is the name given to the person who is expert in determining the age of the trees.  It is usually based on the quantity
and quality of the trunk rings.

dendrografa



The correct term is dendrograph, with tilde.  It is the name given to the woman dedicated to the description of trees. 
Female dendrograph.  Person or woman expert in Dendrography. 

dendrografía
It is the natural science or branch of natural history that is devoted to the description of trees.  Science that studies the
dendrograph .  Dendrology can also be used. 

dendrograma
Drawing depicting a tree and its branches.  It is used to make descriptions of divisions of some entity or corporation. 

dendroica
It means belonging to the trees or living in the trees.  It is a genus of bird in the Parulidae family.  They are very known
as tealights, warblers, chipes, mascaritas or about.  It is a genre that tends to disappear according to the new taxonomic
distributions by DNA studies, however there are still many discrepancies among ornithologists.

dendrologia
The Dendrology is the science that studies the trees.  Science in which the trees are described.

dendrología
The Dendrology is the science that studies the trees.  Science in which the trees are described.

dendropicos
The name of the birds is African carpenters.  It is a genus of birds in the Picidae family.  They live in Africa and they are
called carpenters.

dendrortyx
It means quail of trees or arboreal quail.  Quail that lives in the trees.  It is a genus of bird in the Odontophoridae family. 
They are called colines, quail from the new world or salemas.

dendrógrafo
It is the scientist trained in the study and description of trees and woody plants.  Expert in the description of trees.  He is
usually a Forest Engineer, specializing in dendrography.  

dendrólogo
He is usually a Forestry Engineer, specializing in Dendrology.  Expert person in the study of trees.  Expert person in the
taxonomic classification of trees and in their description. 

deneb
It is the name of a very bright star that belongs to the Constellation of "The Swan" (Cygnus).  It is also called Arided,
Aridif, Alpha Cygnus or 50 Cyg.  In Arabic it translates as "tail" or "bird's tail".  Johann Bayer called it Gallina. 

denia
It is a woman's name of Greek origin.  It is considered a variant of Diana (Artemis).  It is considered to mean the judge,
the one who judges.  Denia or better yet Dénia (it is the official name), is the name of a Spanish city, of the Province of



Alicante.  It is a port city. 

denigrar
It is the action of defaming, insulting, slandering, or ultrajar someone well either verbally or in writing.  Discredit, vilify,
discredit, criticize, ' t wrong.

denilmente
denilmente is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Dedilmente; must be 41 tilde;." being its
meaning:<br>Again, I think there is error of fingering. Surely wondered about the meaning of weakly. It means
weakness with low intensity. It is very weak. Fragile, weak, delicate, deposed, enclenque, canijo, stunted, sickly, faint,
off, far, timid, pusillanimous.

denim
Type of durable fabric invented in Nimes in the South of France.  Fabric used to make sturdy work clothes, similar to
denim. 

denise
It is the French and feminine form of Dionysus, Dionisia, name of woman, of Greek origin, which means that it is devoted
to God.

denisonia
You mean dedicated to Denison.  Denison.'  She was dedicated to the colonized English, originally from Cambridge,
Daniel Denison.  It is the name of a genus of very venomous snakes from Australia.  They belong to the family Elapidae
.  They are very similar to the snake of death (genus Acanthophis, family Elapidae).

denisovano
It means Denisovan native, who is Denisovan.  Hominid found in that place.  It is the name given to a hominid whose
fossils were found in Denisova, in a Siberian cave, located in the Altai Mountains.  It is also called Homo Denisovensis
(scientific name). 

denix
In Chile it is a brand and a company dedicated to making replica weapons for collectors.  He specializes in ancient
weapons.

denodada
It means that it is done with a lot of effort.  Female sned-off.  It is synonymous with striving, animosity, intense, suffered,
bold, determined, fearless, courageous, bold.

denodados
It means it is performed with great effort.  It is the plural of hard.   It is synonymous with hard-working, courageous,
suffered, bold, determined, fearless, courageous, bold.

denostar
It is treat badly or offend another person.  It means insult, offend, slander, Backbiting, unwilling, defame, ultrajar.



densímetro
It is a laboratory instrument used to measure the density of liquids and solids. 

dentadura
A name given to the set of teeth, molars, and fangs in the mouth of a person or animal. 

dentarios
Plural of tooth. It means related to the teeth.  It belongs or relates to the teeth.  Dental.

dentellada
Large wound with teeth.  In Colombia it is synonym of mordico, tarascada, tarascazo, bite, colmillazo, colmillada,
muelazo, wound, signal.

denticétidos
It means cetaceans with teeth or toothed cetaceans.  It is the name of a group of cetacean animals that instead of
beards, have teeth.  They are mammals, carnivores and voracious.   They are also called ketodontics or odontocetos. 
They belong to the pavorden Odontoceti.  These animals include orcas, dolphins, sperm whales, narwhals, zifios.

dentífrico
Product that is used to clean the denture.  It means cream or paste for the cleaning of the teeth.  Toothpaste or
toothpaste. 

dentoide
Dentoide means having the shape of a tooth. The possibility exists that wish to inquire about deltoid, which means in the
form of delta or open hand. Deltoid is also a muscle of the shoulder in the form of hollow semicono.

dentrifica
The correct term is toothpaste, with tilde and the r after the f.  Tooth care as such is a word that does not exist in our
language.  It means related to teeth or dentures.  It is used for the hygiene of the teeth.  Toothpaste.

dentrífico
It is a vulgarism for toothpaste.  The correct term to use is toothpaste.  It means cream or paste for the cleaning of the
teeth.  Toothpaste or toothpaste. 

dentrodera
It is a person who performs many jobs inside a house except for the kitchen (cook) and washing (washerwoman).  The
most frequent tasks are sweeping, mopping, cleaning dust, laying beds or cleaning window glass.  Service woman
inside. 

denuedo
You want to say with courage or daring.  That does something with Audacity, boldness.  Courage, decision, brio,
commitment, courage.  effort.

denuesto



Verbal abuse of a person.  It means expletive insult, rudeness, shame, insult, denuesto, an insult, offence, tort, vexation.

deodato
Deodato is incorrectly written and should be written as "Deodato or Adeodato." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Deodato or Adeodato.  It is a name of Latin origin and means given to God, Dios gift.  He was the son of Max thinker
of Christianity, Augustine of Hippo, and died at the age of 16.

deodora
In latin he wants worshiper of God, God's gift.  From there derive the Teodora, Dora and Dorotea, female names that
use the prefix or suffix Greek Teo Dios ( meaning in latin Deo ). For correction to Alberto, William Roxburgh and David
Don, Scottish botanists gave to the Himalayan Cedar scientific name Cedrus deodara ( deodara not deodora ).

deontología
It is science or treatise on duties or good customs.  Compendium of norms, good customs, beliefs and values that allow
a good development in a society and serve as a model for good living.  Moral, ethical.

depaminergo
depaminergo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dopaminergic" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
dopamine. It is a medical term used to define the substances that serve to increase the production or action of dopamine
in the body.

depart
It is a word from the English language that means exit, departure.  Leave, leave, leave, leave. 

departamnesnto
departamnesnto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Department" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Department. It is a form of political division used in Colombia is equivalent to state / province. In Colombia it is also used
as a synonym for apartment-

depauperante
It means that it impoverishes, ruins or weakens.  That it sorhes or generates poverty.

depedencias
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for sections, departments, divisions of an entity or a department store.  It means
that they depend on, are subordinate.

dependencias
Plural dependency .  It means section, division or department.  A company or an institution may refer to parties.  It
means it depends, it is attached to lake that governs it.

dependentista
A person who favors dependency and opposes independence.  He doesn't agree with separatism. 

depigmentación



It's the same as depigmentation.  It is the whitening of the skin or the loss of pigments in it.  It is also the discoloration or
whitening of the colors of any agricultural or livestock product.  Loss of color or hue .

depilador
It is a small tweezer-like feminine cosmetic implement that is used to remove or remove hairs from the eyebrows.  You
can also call a small razor or a product used to remove hairs from the skin.

depleción
Abundant secretion.  It means vacating, emptying, drying or unloading .  Exhaust or dry the filling liquid.  It is the reaction
generated by a diuretic type medicine.

deplorable
It means regrettable, sad, painful, calamitous.  It causes a lot of sadness and a lot of pain.  Bleak, painful. 

deporte ciencia
It's a way to call the chess game. 

deportista
It means that he practices the sport.  Who practices any kind of sport.  Athlete. 

deportiva
Relating to sport.  Related to exercise, fun and healthy recreation.  On competition and fair play. 

deportivismo
Fondness for sports and physical exercises.  It is also taken as a synonym for loyalty or chivalry.  He has sporty attitude.
 It conforms and accepts the rules of each sport and fair and fair play.  Movement or doctrine that promotes fair
competition and fair play. 

deportivo
A type of vehicle with an aerodynamic design and that is special for driving at high speed.  Sports-related .  Casual type
of clothing of light, fresh and loose clothes.   In Colombia it means informal, which does not require etiquette, folkloric,
relaxed, quiet. 

deposiciones
Plural of deposition.  Actions relating to expel her excrement.  They are residual evacuations of digestion by the year.  It
means bowel movements, manure, cagadas.

depositario
It is the person in charge of care, protect, guard, or keep something.  Consignee, receiver, guardian, caregiver.

deprecatolio
The correct term is deprecataorio, with r .  It means by way of begging or supplication.  Rogativa.



depresor lingual
In Medicine, it's the way to call a tongue.  It is an implement of medical use.

deprimida
Inflection become depressed.  Low person of note who has depression.  It means decayed, demoralized, humbled,
distraught, sad, overwhelmed, devastated, depressed, undermined.

deprimirse
It is the action of lose the mood, lose the joy, let overwhelm, sorrow.  Demoralize is discouraged, swoop down,
overwhelm you, sorrow, devastate it, fret.

dequeruza
It means eye, alertness, attention, care.  It is a colloquial term used in Argentina.  De queruza . 

der.
It is the abbreviation of right in Spanish.  You can refer to the right-wing, reactionary political doctrines. conservative or
traditional.

derabino
Very likely wanted to find out the meaning of Rabbi: spiritual leader of the Jewish community which has among its
functions interpret the Scriptures, educating young people, preach sermons, celebrate weddings, etc.  On the other
hand, Deravino is a surname.

derecha
It can mean face, front, beam.  It also means straight, aligned, direct, which is still in the same direction, In legal terms it
means legal, legitimate, founded, fair, truthful, honest.  Generic name given to government and conservative political
parties.

derechazos
It is the plural of right.  Things that are done with the hand or arm, right or left.  A boxer punches thrown with the right
hand.  Passes or muletazos of a bullfighter by right.  In Colombia, navigate on tangent track or road shortest possible. 
Also we say by the shortcut.

derecho penal
It is the branch of law responsible for setting the rules and punitive capacity of the state.  Concerning the punishment of
crimes. 

deresera
The correct term is right.  It means shortcut, shorter path, right, derechera. 

derivaciones
referrals is incorrectly written and should be written as branches, deviations.  being its meaning:<br>Lines, roads or
branches that come out of a major.  Branches, deviations.  In Linguistics is a procedure of formation of words that can
extend a number of meanings, formed from a major, root or lexeme and its family of derived words.  Referrals may have
root in a noun or adjective, unlike Flex, which will always be a verb.



derivado de la palabra humedad
They can be derived from moisture; Moisturizing, humidifier, moisten.

dermato
Dermato dermatos is a Greek prefix meaning skin. It is a synonym of the Greek prefix Derma.

dermis
It means skin.  Layer that covers our body and is located under the epidermis or outer layer of the skin.

dermis sufijo
The suffix or prefix correct is derma or dermatos, which means skin. DermIS is a neologism that means the same was
formed by dividing the word epidermis ( epi is up, envelope and dermis skin ).

dermofarmacia
It is the branch of pharmacy that is dedicated to the study, formulation, preparation, application and monitoring of
specific pharmacological products for dermatological use, that is, for skin care and cosmetology. 

derogada
It's a tipulore to repeal.  It means to delete, abolish, invalidate, cancel, cancel.

derrengar
In Colombia it means desriñonar(SE), injury to a person or animal in the hip in such a way that you can not walk
properly.  Dislocated hip.

derrier
It is a word of French, is written derriere and back means.  In Spanish this gallicism is used to say back, buttocks,
buttocks, tail, tail, ass, buttocks, buttocks.

derriere
It is a word of French origin that means back, buttocks, tail, tail, ass.

derriere
It is a Word of the French language, meaning back, back, tail, tail, back, ass, buttocks.   Galicism by butt or behind. 

derrière
It's a French language word that means behind it.  Tail, butt, buttocks. 

derriscar
It means to fall, throw, precipitate.  Throw into the void, collapse, clear, withdraw.  clear the crags or remove the crags
from a track or path.  It is a term used in Cuba and Puerto Rico. 

derro del aguila
derro of the aguila is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Hill of the Eagle." being its meaning:<br>Derro of the



aguila is misspelled. I think that they refer to Cerro del Águila. It is a very common name of hills throughout Latin
America. In Colombia there are at least a few five sites that have that name. In Mexico and Venezuela also exists. In
Peru there is a hydroelectric plant on the river Mantaro, with that name.

derrocar
It means overthrowing or bringing down a government or a political regime.  Replace or usurp a ruler through violence. 
Dethrone, destitute, depose. 

derrochador
You spend money without control.  That you like waste or waste.  In Colombia, it means crazy, of poor judgment,
irrational.  Also used as a synonym for tarambana, wasteful, botarate or botaratas.

derrochadora
In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful, gastona.  Botarate or botaratas .  Person (or woman) who spends her
money in droves, without measure.  It can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed. 

derrochar
In Colombia it means spending without measure, not necessarily money, but any resource or you are having.  Waste,
waste, waste, lavish.

derroche
Action and effect of squandering .  Excessive expenditure , Action of the botaratas or wasteful . 


